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A marine kind of land

The starting point for this text is the question of why site plans have 
such a persistent presence in the work of Enric Miralles. Independently 
of the project type, the geographical location or the operation’s scale, 
the site plans move beyond their locating function to systematically 
become a territory for research. In Enric Miralles’s site plans, certain 
aspects of reality come into play – whether present or past, existing or 
designed, geological or cultural – in a harmonious dance where the 
agents are often difficult to distinguish. 

Our understanding of the importance of site plans in Miralles’ 
work is based on the idea that they promote a particular understanding 
of the relationship between architecture and milieu. 

We live in a reality in transit, a world where territorial refer-
ence points that were understood as solid and immutable until very 
recently have been revealed as fragile and unstable, both due to the 
transforming action of man and the understanding that, even in 
geological terms, the only constant is change. Only a restricted field of 
vision (both in space and in time) has allowed us to infer the stability 
necessary for understanding the milieu as a series of fixed references, 
and places as stable coordinates that provide a framework for our ac-
tions. Based on our ability to transform the milieu, we have taken on a 
new awareness of our relationship with it. We find that it is no longer 
an absolute frame of reference or system of coordinates; rather it is 
formed in a dynamic relationship of exchanges in all directions, and in 
a feedback between culture and nature which, until recently, we could 
not even have imagined. In short, there is no solid ground; perhaps all 
we have are “unsteady lands, where humanity and earthliness size each 
other up. The shock of ground broken loose and suspended–of matter 
in a constant state of movement and change, toward a marine kind of 
land.” (Perejaume, from “Les Senyes,” Avui, 11 November 2004). 

The understanding of milieu promoted by Enric Miralles’ site 
plans could not be further from the essentialist conception that sup-
ports the genius loci, according to which architecture reveals or mani-
fests certain intrinsic conditions of the place. Nor do they support the 
invention of a place ad hoc to provide a stable frame of reference for 
architectural design, where architecture is understood as a corollary, a 
logical conclusion or a near natural outgrowth from certain conditions 
of the milieu. The architecture of Enric Miralles’ site plans is produced 
by accepting the magmatic and fluctuating nature of the milieu, by 
intensifying its relationships to architectural design, without attempt-
ing to resolve them into a stable framework. Enric Miralles’s architec-
ture doesn’t lose its meaning when taken out of context, but it cannot 

be understood without establishing relationships with a specific place. 
It is neither contextualist nor abstract; it is understood as a constant 
transformation of the conditions of the milieu so that the architecture 
itself is “naturalized” and becomes the milieu, which continues its 
transformation, without a possible resolution.

From the plan drawn by an Egyptian architect, dated 1500 BC 
(Fig. 1) to Alison and Peter Smithson’s Upper Lawn (Fig. 2), certain 
documents speak to us, using a similar language, about the total 
break-down between the classical categories of object and milieu; the 
inseparability of architecture and world.

Throughout the course of his career, Enric Miralles showed 
a keen interest in peripheral phenomena. Many of his designs were 
developed either on the outskirts of the city (peripheral spatiality) or in 
historic city centers (peripheral temporality).1 Once we reach a certain 
critical mass, the peripheral phenomenon forces us to set aside the 
issue of center/origin, of a fixed and stable point of reference, in order 
to engage in an operation intended to redefine the spatial and temporal 
layers that define a given milieu. In peripheral situations, the construc-
tion of the milieu and the construction of the project are one and the 
same.

In this way, the milieu is not understood as a predetermined 
frame of reference into which architecture is inserted, based on stable 
relationships. Nor does architecture impose its own conditions on the 
milieu, retroactively creating the necessary conditions for it to become 
a frame of reference. On the contrary, Enric Miralles’s site plans dem-
onstrate a multiple reality that is both discovered and constructed, geo-
logical and cultural at the same time, where distinguishing the limits 
between world and architecture is as impossible as it is pointless. While 
some architecture uselessly seeks out stable ground to stand on and 
others, avoiding all contact, aspire to be autonomous and foundation-
less, Enric Miralles’s architecture is built on this marine kind of land.

NOTE:

1: “When you suddenly start to work in an old quarter it is not the site 
that is peripheral but rather time. Time becomes peripheral when you 
start to work with XVI century buildings: they are the fringes of the 
present.” See “Una conversación con Enric Miralles,” Alejandro Zaera, 
1995, El Croquis issue 30 + 49/50, page 8. 

Roger Paez
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